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1. Introduction 

It has been observed that Korean can disobey the 'island constraints' (cL Ross 1967) 

in certain cases. For example, if we assume that the underlying or remote structure of 

(l) is something like (2) and that there is a rule for relative clause formation in Korean, 

then we see that in the derivation of 0 ) , the Complex NP Constraint, which is one of 

the island constraints, is apparently violated. 

(l) ip - ;:)ss - nin yangpok-i t;:)law-nin salam-i i hakkyo-iy kyocang-i-ta 
wear-PAST-COMP suit-NM dirty-CO MP man-N}'1 this school- ' s principal-is-DECl 

'*The man who the suit that (he) wore is dirty is the principal of this school.' 

(2) ,:--------SJ ----------,-, 

I-NP1-1 I-VP-I 

I-S2- 1 y2 I-NP-I j 
I- NP3- 1 ~P salam r-PP- I ~P i-ta 

I- S3- 1 Nf' t<"ll<"lw-ta ~P f kyocang 

Nrs \-VP-
1 

yangpok i hakkyo iy 

salam NP6 V 
I I 

yangpok ip-<"lss-ta 

Note that (2) contains two relative clauses, S2 and S3' one being stacked over the other. 

In order to derive ( l) from (2) , NP 5 salam has to be moved a way or deleted2 under 

1 NM=Nominative Marker; ACC=Accusative Marker; TOP = Topic Marker; PL=Plural Marker; 
PRES = Present Tense Marker; PAST=Past Tense Marker; FUT=Future Tense Marker; DEC = 
Declarative Marker; QUES=Interrogative Marker; IMP = Imperative Marker; COMP=Complementizer 
2 It has been argued that Korean relative clause format ion is essentially a deletion process rather 
than a movement process. 
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,·coreference with NP2 salam. But such a movement or deletion of NPs salam is . prohibited 

·by Ross' Complex NP Constraint since NP3 is a complex NP in the sense of Ross (1967). 

In other words, NPs should not be moved out of NP3 nor deleted under coreference with 

.an NP outside of NP3 • Thus, it seems that such sentences as (1) in Korean are exceptions 

to Ross' island constraints. 3 

The purpose of this paper is to show that sentences like (1) are not entirely ad hoc 

exceptions to the island constraints, by presenting a partial syntactic explanation for 

why Korean can disobey the island constraints in such sentences as (1) and (i) . The 

hypothesis of this paper is that Korean relativization or relative clause formation is not 

·a movement process, nor a straight deletion process, but a conjunction of two independently 

motivated syntactic processes, Pro-Formation (Pronominalization or Reflexivization) a nd 

Pro-Deletion ,4 and that Pro-Deletion can be either- a coreferential or a noncoreferential 

deletion process. Further, I claim that the non-coreferential Pro-Deletion is involved in the 

derivations of sentences like (1) and ( i) , the apparent exceptions to the island constraints. 

In other words, sentences like (1) and (i) , I claim, do not involve violation of the island 

constraints since they are not derived through any of the rules that cannot cross the 

boundary of the ' island' . That is, while the types of rules that cannot cross the boundary 

3 Another example like (l) is (i) below. 
(i) SSi-dss-nin chcek-i cal phalli-nin 

write-PAST-COMP book-NM well sell-COMP 
"*The novelist who the book (he) wrote sells well." 

sosdlka 
novelist 

However , if the constituent verbs in (1 ) and (i) are replaced by some other verbs, the Complex 
NP Constraint can no longer be disobeyed as we see in (ii) and (iii) below. 

(ii) *ccic-dss-nin yangpok-i tdldw-nin salam 
tear-PAST-COMP suit -NM dirty-COMP man 

"*The man who the suit that (he) tore is dirty. " 
(iii) *ilk-dss-nin chcek-i cal phalli-nin sOSdlka 

read-PAST-COM book-NM well sell-COMP novelist 
"*The novelist who the book that (he) read sells well." 

·What is apparently involved in the ungramrnaticality of (ii) and the grammaticality of (l) seems 
to be a semantic constraint to the effect that if a relative clause describes a characteristic of its 
head NP the relative clause structu re is well-formed even if the downstairs coreferential NP 
was in a complex NP and the head NP was out of it. Put differently, wearing a certain suit can 
be a characteristic of a man, hence the grarnmaticality of (1) ; tearing a certain suit is not likely 
to be a characteristic of a man, hence the ungrarnrnaticality of (ii). However, this semantic 

-constraint by itself does not explain the ungrammaticality of (ii) and the grammaticality of ( l). 
·The search for the real explanation is beyond the scope of this paper, which is to deal only with 
. the question why (and how) Korean can disobey the island constraints in such cases as ( l) and 
. (i) at all. 
, In fact , I claim that not only relativization but also all the apparent NP deletion processes in 

-Korean should be reanalyzed as a conjunction of Pro-Formation and Pro-Deletion, which seems to 
cstrongly support Postal' s Universal NP Deletion Constraint (cf. Postal 1970 :489) . 
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of the 'island' are chopping, feature-changing and unidirectional deletion rules (according 

to Ross 1967), the critical rule that I believe involved in the derivation of ( l) is non

coreferential Pro-Deletion, which is by definition not a unidirectional deletion rule. 

2. Coreferential Pro-Deletion 

Consider the following pairs of sentences. (if; indicates the position of a deleted NP, and' 

the subscripts indicate corefelentiality.) 

(3) a. Johni-i [cakH s<'lngky;mg-lil ilk-ki] -lil w<'lnha-nin-ta 
John-NM self-NM Bible -A CC read-COMP-ACC want-PRES-DEO 

'John wants himself to read the Bible.' 

b. Johni-i [if; i s<'lngkY<'lng-lil ilk-ki] -lil w<'lnha-nin-ta 

'John wants to read the Bible.' 

(4) a. JOhni-i [cah-i o-kess-ta-ko] malha-<'lss-ta 
John-NM self-NM come-will-DEC-COMP say-PAST-DEC 

'John said that he himself will come.' 

b. Johni-i [if;i o-kess-ta-ko] malha-<'lss-ta 

'John said that he will come.' 

(5) a. Johni-i [cakii-i Mary-lil manna-lY<'lko] 
John-NM self-NM Mary-ACC meet-COMP 

'John tries for himself to see Mary.' 

b. Johni-i [efti Mary-lil manna-lY<'lko] ha-nin-ta 

'John tries to see Mary.' 

(6) a. Johni-i [cakii-i <'lnd<'lk-e olIa-<'lss-ilttre] on 

ha-nin-ta 
try-PRES-DEC 

mail-lil pol-su-iss-<'lss-ta 

John-NM self-NM hill-on climb-PAST-when whole village-ACC see-can-PAST-DEC 

'John could see the whole village when he himself climbed up the hill.' 

b. Johni-i [if;i <'lndak-e olIa-<'lss-ilttre] on mail-lil pol-su-iss-<'lss-ta 

'John could see the whole village when he 'climbed up the hill.' 

Even though each pair of sentences in (3)-(6) are not identical in meaning, it is clear 

that the relationshhip in each pair of the sentences should be captured in one way or 

another in our grammar. We can conceive of three possible hypotheses to account for the 

relationship in each pair of the sentences (3)- (6) in the framework the of transformational. 

grammatical theory. The first hypothesis is that a-sentences are derived by the rule of 

Reflexivization whereas b-sentences are derived by the rule of Equi NP Deletion. The secon~" 
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hypothesis is that a-sentences are derived by the rule of Emphatic Reflexive Pronoun: 

Insertion that inserts the reflexive pronoun caki in the position of the deleted NP's in_ 

b-sentences_ The third hypothesis is that a-sentences are derived by Reflexivization whereas

b-sentences are derived by the rule of Pro-Deletion that optionaIIy deletes the reflexive 

pronouns in a-sentences. 

The difficulty with the first hypothesis is that Reflexivization and Equi NP Deletion 

are in a bleeding relationships to each other while both of them are normally considered 

as obligatory rules. That is, assuming that both Reflexivization and Equi NP Deletion are 

obligatory rules, we would derive only a-sentences or only b-sentences, but never both a

and b-sentences, since the two rules are in a bleeding relationship to each other. One

way to get around this difficulty would be to make Equi NP Deletion an optional rule and 

to order it before RefIexivization so that a-sentences are derived when we choose not to 

apply Equi NP Deletion, and b-sentences are derived when we choose to apply Equi NP 

Deletion. However, positing Equi NP Deletion as an optional rule in Korean is a very 

unnatural and suspicious step in the light of the fact that if a language has the Equi 

NP Deletion rule it always turns out to be an obligatory rule as far as the current 

linguistic research has found out. Furthermore, positing the usual Equi NP Deletion rule

itself, obligatory or optional, in Korean is questionable since even if the b-sentences in 

(3) -(6) can be considered as derived by the Equi NP Deletion, the b-sentences in (7)-(9) 

below cannot, under the usual assumption6 that Equi NP Deletion deletes only the cons-

tituent subject NP. On the other hand, it is most natural to assume that both the

b-sentences in (3)-(6) and those in (7)-(9) below are derived through essentiaIIy one and, 

the same process with respect to the deletion of NP's. 

(7) a. Johni-i [Mary-i cakii-lil chac-;J-o-kiJ -lil kitreha-ko-iss-ta 

John-NM Mary-NM self-A CC find-to-come-COMP-ACC expect-ing-is-DEC 

'John is expecting that Mary will come to see (John) himself.' 

b. Johni-i [Mary-i CPi chac-;J-o-kiJ-lil kitreha-ko-iss-ta 

'John is expecting that Mary will come -to see him.' 

(8)a. Johni-i [Mary-i cah-lil towacu-li-la-koJ mit-ko-iss-ta 

John-NM Mary-NM self-ACe , help-FUT-DEC-COMP believe-ing-is-DEC 

5 Rulll A bleeds rule B if application of rule A removes structures to which rule B would otherwise 

apply (cf. Kiparsky 1968). 
6 This assumption seems quite solid, for there has been found no languag-e in which the Equi NP' 
Deletion rule deletes NP's other than the constituent subject NP's. _ 
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'John believes that Mary will help (John) himself.' 

b. Johnj-i [Mary-i cpj towacu-li-la-koJ mit-ko-iss-ta 

'John believes that Mary will help him.' 

(9) a. Johnj-i [Mary-i cah-lil pull-ass-ilttreJ tretapha-ass-ta 

J()hn-NM Mary-NM self-ACC call-PAST-when answer-PAST-DEC 

'John answered when Mary called (John) himself.' 

b. John j-i [Mary-i <P j pull-ass-ilttreJ tretapha-ass-ta 

'John answered when Mary called him.' 

If we posit the Equi NP Deletion rule for the b-sentences In (3)- (6) and another NP 

Deletion rule for those in (7) -(9) , we are clearly losing a significant genera liza tion. Thus, 

the first hypothesis is less than optimal to account for the above data. 

The second hypothesis is a lso problematic. First of all , in this hypothesis it wo uld remain 

a mystery why the Emphatic Reflexive Pronoun Insertion rule applies only to sentences 

that have undergone Equi NP Deletion as far as the above data is concerned. "Ve expect 

any rule may have some restriction, but this restriction is very strange SlDce ordinarily 

emphatic elements are attached rather freely, just as stress is assigned rather freely. In 

addition, in this hy~othE$ is it would be an accident that the emphatic reflex ive pronouns 

and the non-emphatic reflexive pronouns are exactly in complementary distribution, for in 

(l0) below the reflexive pronoun is non-emphatic. 

(l0) John-i [Mary-i caki-Iil kyangmyalha-nin-kasJ -1iI silphaha-nin-ta7 

John-NM Mary-NM self-ACC despise -COMP-it-ACC deplore-PRES-DEC 

'John deplores that Mary despises self (=John /Mary) .' 

Furthermore, this hypothesis amounts to claiming that the emphatic reflexive pronoun caki 

and the non-emphatic reflexive pronoun caki are two different lexical items, and that they 

are accidental homonyms, which is very unlikely, since there is indeed another emphatic 

reflexive pronoun cas in that happens to be not homophonous with the non-emphatic reflexive 

pronoun caki. Incidentally, it seems that it is this emphatic reflexive pronoun casin that 

should be introduced by the Emphatic Reflexive Pronoun Insertion rule, unless posited 

in the deep structure, as we see in Cl 1) . 

(1) John-casin-i Tom-casin-iy cip-esa George-casin-eke 

John-self-NM Tom-self- 's house-at George-self-to 

7 Sentence (l0) is ambiguous since the reflexive pronoun can refer either to the matrix subject 
John or to the constituent subject Mary. The condition for reflexivazation in Korean is that the 
antecedent should be a subject NP and command the reflexive pronoun . 
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Mary-casin-lil sokreha-<lss-ta 

Mary-self-ACC introduce-PAST-DEC 

149 

'John himself introduced Mary herself to George himself at Tom's own house.' 

-Note that the emphatic reflexive pronoun casin and the non-emphatic reflexive pronoun 

caki can never be in complementary distribution. In fact, the emphatic reflexive pronoun 

casin is not an anaphoric pronoun at all in the sense that the non-emphatic pronoun caki 

is . Thus, in this second hypothesis, it would be another accident that the so-called empha

tic reflexive pronoun caki satisfies all the conditions to be reflexivized, i.e. is commanded 

by a coreferential NP which is a subject in the P-marker, just as the non-emphatic reflex

ive pronoun caki does. Thus, the second hypothesis is also problematic. 

The only plausible hypothesis left is the third one. This hypothesis claims that a-sen

tences in (3)-(9) above are derived by Reflexivization and that the b-sentences are derived 

from their corresponding a-sentences by Pro-Deletion, an optional rule. This hypothesis 

does not have the problems inherent in the first and second hypotheses discussed above. 

Furthermore, Reflexivization is an independently motivated rule and Pro-Deletion is a 

syntactically quite plausible rule. One might argue that the third hypothesis is unnatural 

since it derives non-focused sentences, i.e. b-sentences, from focused counterparts, I. e. 

a-sentences. However, it seems that the legend of deriving all 'marked' sentences from their 

'unmarked' counterparts is only a remnant of the theory of Chomsky (1957), where all 

the 'related' sentences are supposed to be derived from their 'kernel sentence'. In the new 

theory of Chomsky (1965) , nothing prevents us from deriving non-focused sentences from 

focused counterparts as long as such derivations are motivated. And indeed the practice of 

deriving non-focused sentences from their focused counterparts by a pronoun deletion rule 

is not without a precedence. It has been assumed that (12b) is derived from, or related 

-to, (12a) by the pronoun you deletion rule. 8 

(12) a. You stand up! 

b. Stand up! 

.one might again argue that the third hypothesis is unnatural since it requires us to posit 

-a surface structure semantic interpretive rule for the emphatic reflexive pronouns in the 

a-sentences in (3)-(9) . I do not see, however, how the other two hypotheses are any 

better off on the semantics side than the third hypothesis, as long as we assume that both 

8 Note that I am using the term 'focus' loosely here and I assume that the subject you in (12a) 
_is a focus in my sense of the word. 
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a-sentence and b-sentence in (3) - (9) are derived from the same deep structure. That is,. 

the other two hypotheses also need some type of (surface structure) semantic interpretive 

rule for the a-sentences. 

So far, we have discussed the motivation of the Pro-Deletion rule to delete reflexive 

pronouns. The same above arguments apply to the case of the Pro-Deletion rule to delete 

non-reflexive pronouns, as we see in the following pairs of sentences. 9 

(13) a. John-i Tomi-eke [kii-i 

John-NM Tom-to he-NM 

ki-kas-lil ha -la -ko J 

it-ACC do-IMpl_COMP 

'John told Tomi that hei should do it. ' 

b. John-i Tomi-eke [<Pi ki-kas-lil ha-Ia-koJ malha-ass-ta 

'John told Tom to do it.' 

malha-ass-ta 

say-PAST-DEC 

(14) a. John-i Tomi-eke [h-i ki-kas-lil 

he-NM it- ACC 

ha-il- kdsJ-lil my;mgly;mgha-ass-ta 

John-NM Tom-to do-COMP-it-ACC order -PAST-DEC 

'John ordered Tomi that hei should do it.' 

b. John-i Tomi-eke [<Pi ki-kas-lil ha-i!- kasJ-lil myanglyangha-ass-ta 

'John ordered Tom to do it.' 

g Pronominalization and Reflexivization are in complementary distribution in Korean as in English _ 
That is, whenever the conditions for Reflexivization are not met, Pronominalization applies and 
vice versa. But there are some exceptions. For example, both ( iv ) and (v) below are possible and. 
grammatical. 

(iv) [cakii-i Chicago-e o-ass-ilttre] 10hni-i Tom-lil manna-ass·ta 
self-NM Chicago-to come-PAS'!'-when john-NM Tom-ACC meet-PAST-DEG 
'When hei ( himself) came to Chicago, 10hni met Tom.' 

(v) [kii-i Chicago-e o-ass-ihtre] 10hni-i Tom-HI manna-ass-la 
he-NM Chicago-to come-PAST-when 10hn-NM Tom-ACC meet-PAST-DEC 
'When hei came to Chicago, 10hni met Tom.' 

In such exceptional cases of the two different pro-formations of one sentence, there comes up a 
semantic difference between the two different pro-formations. That is, (iv) necessarily implies 
that John was fully aware that he went or, was going, to Chicago (when he met Tom ) , whereas 
(v) does not necessarily do so. In a situation where John was a foreigner , did not know where 
Chicago is, and was just brought to Chicago by his American friend without knowing where he 
was going, we can say (v) , but not ( iv). Thus, (v) and (iv) are not cognitively exactly synony
mous. If we assume ( iv) and (v) are derived from somewhat different deep structures due to. 
this semantic difference, as Kuno (1972) does, then we can maintain the complete complementary 
distribution of Pronominalization and Reflexiviza tion without exceptions . 

On the other hand , if we apply Pro-Deletion to ( iv) and (v) , we get only (vi) for both Cv) 
and (v). 

(vi) [~i Chicago-e o-ass-tlttre] 10hni-i Tom-1iI manna-ass-ta 
Chicago-to come-PAST-when 10hn-NM Tom-ACC meet-PAST-DEC 

'When (hei) came to Chicago, 10hni met Tom.' 
And indeed (vi) is ambiguous between the meanings of (iv) and (v). This is another piece of 
evidence for the claim that Pro-Deletion equally applies to reflexive pronouns and non-reflexive 
pronouns. 
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(15) a_ John-i Tomi-eke [h-i 

John-NM Tomi-to he-NM 

iysa-lil manna-tolokJ 

doctor-ACC meet-COMP 

ch ungkoha -;}SS- ta 

advise-PAST-DEC 

'John advised Tomi that hei should see a doctor-' 

b. John-i Tomi-eke [~i iysa-lil manna-tolokJ chungkoha-;}ss-ta 

'John advised Tom to see a doctor-' 

\Ve can and should assume that both of the above pro-deletion processes (i.e. deletion of 

reflexive pronouns and deletion of non-reflexive pronouns) as special cases of one anc the same 

Pro-Deletion, until we are contradicted. (For additional piece of evidence, see footnote 9. ) 

Another plausible assumption here about Pro-Deletion is that it is a coreferential deletion 

process in the sense that the pro-forms are deleted under coreference with their antecedent 

NP's. 

Having established the existence of the Pro-Deletion rule III Korean, now I will 

·demonstrate that this rule is involved in relativization or relative clause formation in Korean. 

-One crucial piece of evidence that Korean relativization is indeed a conjunction of pro

formation and pro-deletion is the fact that for some relative clause structures the downstairs 

-coreferential NP can be either pro-formed or deleted. For example, consider (l6a, b) and 

( l7a, b) below. lo 

10 In the footnote 7, it is stated that the antecedent of a reflexive pronoun has to be a subject NP, 
i.e. a NP immediately dominated by S. But the head NP of a relative clause can never be 
immediately dominated by S at any point in the derivation of a relative clause structure. Instead, 
the head NP of a relative clause has been motivated to be immediately dominated by another NP. 
Thus, :n the light of 06a) and ( l7a) , I propose 'a . revision of the subject-antecedent condition of 
Reflexivization such that the antecedent in reflexivizatio~ should be a NP immediately dominated 
by either S or NP. One piece of evidence for treating Sand NP as the same category here (for 
Reflexivization). is that there are other rules which treat Sand NP as the same category in 
.Korean. For example, Scrambling permutes any adjacent major constituents except the last one, 
l.e. the V plus Aux within a S, but it also permutes any adjacent major constituents except the 
.last one, i.e. the head NP within a NP, as we see in (vii) below. 

(vii ) a. John-iy c::emi iss-nin pukkik thamham-iy 
John's interesting North Pole exploration' s 

- - - ---
1 2 3 

b. 1 3 2 
c. 2 1 3 
d. 2 3 1 
e. 3 1 2 
f. 3 2 1 

iyaki 
story 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

. 'John's interesting story about the exploration of the North Pole.' 
Recently Chomsky(I972) also argues that the domain of the transformational cycle in syntax 15 

:not only S but also NP, considerinO' such pairs of expression as (viii) . 
( viii) a. John proved th~ theorem. 

b. John's proof of the theorem. 
Thus, the assumption that the head NP of a relative clause functions as a 'subject fUIiCtion' 

.' NP with respect to Reflexivization is not entirely ad hoc, which leads to a further support of our 

.. hypothesis on relativization. 
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(16) a. [caki,-i Mary-Iil towacu-dss-nin] John; 

self-NM Mary-ACC help -PAST-COMP John 

'John, who himself helped Mary.' 

b .. [~i Mary-lil towacu-dss-nin] Johni 'John, who helped Mary.' 

(17) a . [caki;-iy ttal-i cuk -dSS-n in] Johni 

self- 's daughter-NM dre-PAST -COMP John 

'John, whose own daughter died.' 

b. [~i ttal-i CUk-dss-nin] John; 'John, whose daughter died.' 

CI6b) and (I7b) are the so-called 'unmarked' versions of CI6a) and (l7a) respectively, . 

since the reflexive pronoun caki carries focus for its antecedent head NP in the latter, as 

the English glosses indicate. But I claim that (I6b) and 07b) should be derived from 

(16a) and (I7a) respectively by Pro-Deletion for the reasons given for the cases of (3)-

(6) earler. 

Furthermore, for some relative clause structures, especially when the downstairs corefer

ential NP is an embedded clause within a relative clause, the retained pro-formed corefer

ential NP does not necessarily imply focus for its antecedent head NP. For example, the 

pairs of rela tive clause structures (ISa, b) and Cl9a, b) below are purely syntactic variants . 

even without any focus difference unless the (reflexive) pronouns are particularly stressed . . 

(I8) a . [[cakii -i salangha-dss-nin] kre-i CUk-dss-nin] Johni 

self-NM love-PAST-COMP dog-NM die-PAST-COMP John 

b. [[~i salangha-dss-nin] kre-i CUk-dss-nin] Johni 

'*John, who the dog (he) loved died.' 

"?? John, the dog loved by whom died.' 

(19) a . [[h-i CUk-dss-ilttre] motin salam-til-i 

he-NM die-PAST-when all man-PL-NM 

silphdha-dss-nin] Johni 

sad-PAST-COMP John 

b. [[~; cuk-dss-ilttre] motin salam-til-i silphdha-dss-nin] Johni 

'*John, who when (he) died everyone was saddened.' 

'?*John, about whom when he died everyone was saddend.' 

(Note that in (19a) the downstairs coreferential NP is pronominalized instead of reflexiv- ·· 

ized, because one cannot be conscious of one's own death or recollect one's having died). 

For another supporting piece of evidence for my claim on relativization in Korean, .. 

consider (20a, b, c) below. 

(20) a. [caki;-i kalichi-dss-nin] haksreng-ttl-j 

seIf-NM teach-PAST-COMP student-PL-NM 
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motu sihClm-e hapkYClkha-dss-nin] Johni 

all exam-in pass-PAST-COMP John 

'*John, who the students Che) himself taught all passed the exam. ' 

'*? John, for whom the students he himself taught all passed the exam.' 

b. [h-i kalichi-dss-nin] haksreng-til-i motu sihClm-e hapkyakha-dss-nin] Johni 

'*John, who the students Che) taught all passed the exam.' 

'? John, for whom the students he taught all passed the exam.' 

c. [.pi kalichi-Clss-nin] haksreng-til-i motu sihdm-e hapkYClkha-Clss-nin] Johni 

'*John, who the students Ch e) taught all passed the exam'.' 

' ?*John, for whom the students he taught all passed the exam.' 

153', 

Note that the downstairs coreferential NP is reflexivized in C20a) , pronominalized in C20b)" 

and deleted in C20c) , The semantic difference between (20a) and (20b) is that the former ' 

necessarily implies that the 'subject function' head NP John (cf. footnote 10) was aware' 

that a ll the students he himself taught passed the exam, but the latter does not. Now 

according to my claim , (20c) will be derived from both C20a) and (20b) by Pro-Deletion;. 

and indeed (20C) is ambiguous between the two meanings of (20a, b). Put differently, the 

ambiguity of (20c) is explained by deriving it from the two sources C20a, b) by Pro

Deletion, If we assume that relativization is a straight coreferential NP deletion, then it 

would be an accident that (20c) is ambiguous between the two meanings of C20a, b) .l1 

Having established that Korean relativization is indeed a conjunction of pro-formation. 

and pro-deletion, now I will a ttempt to explain the grammaticality of ( l) and ungrarn

rnaticality of (ii) , which are repeated below. 

( l) [ip-Clss-nin yangpok-i tClIClw-nin] salarn 

wear-PAST-COMP suit-NM dirty-CO MP man 

'*The man who the suit that (he) wore is dirty.' 

(ii) [*ccic-Clss-nin yangpok-i tClIClw-nin] salam 

tear-PAST-COMP suit-NM dirty-COMP man 

11 In some relative clause structures, especially the ones which are rather short and III which the 
relative clause does not involve any embedded clause, the downstairs coreferential NP can never 
be pro-formed but simply deleted, ' as we see in (ix) below , 

(ix) a. [}ohn-i ma'nna-<lss-nin] ki salam 
John-NM meet-PAST-COMP the man 
'The man whom John met. ' 

b. * [John-i {kiki. }-lil manna-<lss-nin] ki salami ca I1 

' In such cases above, Pro-Deletion is assumed to become idiosyncratically obligatory. 
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'*The man who the suit that (he) tore is dirty.' 

.Assuming that Pro-Deletion is a coreferential deletion rule, the explanation of the ungram

maticality of (ii) is straightforward. That is, since the coreferential Pro-Deletion has to be 

an unidirectional deletion process, i.e. the pronoun is deleted under coreference with the 

head NP, but never is the head NP deleted under co reference with the pronoun, the 

derivation of (ii) is correctly blocked by the Complex NP Constraint. For the explanation 

of the grammaticality of 0), I claim that the Pro-Deletion process involved in the deriva

tion of (l) is a non-coreferential;pronoun deletion, not a coreferential deletion, therefore 

not a unidirectional deletion. Thus, the derivation of ( l) cannot be blocked by the 

Complex NP Constraint, since the non-coreferential Pro-Deletion cannot be a unidirectional 

deletion process. Why is then the Pro-Deletion process involved in the derivation of (l) a 

non-coreferential deletion, while that involved in the derivation of (ii) is a coreferential 

deletion? My answer to this question is as follows. When the relative clause describes a 

,characteristic of its head NP as suggested in the footnote 3 and thus the relationship 

between the relative clause and its head NP is so close that there is no necessity to specify 

their relationship explicitly by maintaining the coreferentiality between the head NP and 

the pronominalized downstairs NP, their coreferentiality is regarded as essentially redundant 

and thus the Pro-Deletion process becomes non-coreferential. That is, I claim that as 

the coreferentiality becomes redundant due to the meaning of the structure or the context, 

Pro-Deletion becomes a non-coreferential deletion. One motivation for this claim is that the 

non-coreferential Pro-Deletion process is necessary in Korean independently of the cases 

(i.e. relativization) under discussion here. Thus, in the following section I will motivate 

the non-coreferential Pro-Deletion process in Korean, independently of the cases under 

<liscussion here. 

3. Non-Coreferential Pro-Deletion 

Consider (21) and (22) below. 

(21) hakkyo-e ka-<lss-ta 

school-to go-PAST-DEC 

'*Went to school.' 

( 22) John-i manna-<lss-ta 

John-NM meet-PAST-DEC 

'*John met.' 
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1(21) and (22) are perfectly grammatical sentences in Korean. We can conceive of three 

possible hypotheses to account for the gramin:aticality of (21) an'd (22) in the transform

:ational gr~mmatical theory. The first possible hypothesis would be to posit a NP Deletion 

rule that deletes the subject NP in the cases like (21) and the object NP in . the c~ses 

like (22) . The NP Deletion rule should-be contextually conditioned, i.e. the rule applies 

·only when the NP to be deleted is contextually identified and thus redundant. In fact, (21) 

means that some person or persons specifically identified in the context went to school. 

'For example, (21) means 'John went to schcol' when it is uttered as an answer to (23). ' 

(23) John-i iss-d-Yo? 

John-NM is _QUESl 

'Is John here?' 

The problems with this first hypothesis are as follows. Such a NP Deletion rule can 

never be motivated in our current theory simply because the current grammatical theory 

Goes not allow us to include the non-linguistic or discourse context in the structural desc

ription of a rule. 12 Furthermore, since such a NP Deletion would delete any NP as long as 

the NP is contextually redundant, we have to give up any hope of constraining the 

power of the deletion transformation in general in any systematic way. 'We must say that 

a deletion rule deleting any NP non-coreferentially is just outrageous as a grammatical 

rule. 

The second possible hypothesis would be to derive such sentences as (21) directly from 

P-S rules, positing such an initial P-S rule as (24), hoping that some semantic interpret

Ive rule will capture the fact that the missing subjects are to be contextually determined. 

(24) S-+(NP) VPAux 

The problem with this second hypothesis is that we have to introduce and motivate an 

entirely new type of deep structure semantic interpretive rules, which assign readings to 

null constituents. 13 And even if such deep structure semantic interpretive rules can I::e 

motivated, the second hypothesis is still inadequate on another ground. That is, it cannot 

capture the fact that sentences like (21) and (22) are always paraphrasable into 

corresponding sentences with appropriate pronouns inserted in place of the missing NP's . 

. That is, (21) and (22) can be paraphrased as (25) and (26) respectively. 

12 For that matter, the whole .current theory of grammar suffers from the limitation that the 
domain of grammatical analysis is the sentence. 
13 Shopen(1972) tries to motivate exactly this type of deep struc.ture semanticin.terpretive rules. 
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(25) na (nd, ki, ki'Ydca, uli, ndhiy, ki-til) -nin hakkyo-e ka-dss-ta 

I you he she we you they-TOpl school-to go-PAST-DEC' 

'I (you, he, she, we, you, they) went to the school.' 

(26) John-i na (nd, ki, ki-Ydca, uli, n<)hiy, ki-til) -lil manna-dss-ta 

John-NM I you he she we you they-ACC mee t-PAST-DEC 

'John met me (you, him, her, us, you, them).' 

One might still defend the second hypothesis arguing that such paraphrase relations can be ·· 

captured by semantic interpretive rules, i.e. by deri ving the same readings from both · 

(21) and (25) or from both (22) and (26) . But such interpretive rules would capture ' 

only the semantic paraphrase relations between SUCh a pair of expressions and never the 

syntactic relations between them, since the second hypothesis would derive them from two · 

distinct deep structures. 

However, if we decide to derive sentences like (21) and (22) from sentences like (25) 

and (26) respectively by an optional pronoun deletion (=Pro-Deletion) rule, then we can " 

capture both semantic and syntactic relationship between such a pair of sentences. 

Furthermore, this third hypothesis would obviate the difficul ties with the first and second ' 

hypotheses. That is, the structural description of the Pro-Deletion rule would not involve 

any non-linguis tic or discourse condition and this hypothesis does not require us to posit 

any deep structure semantic interpretive rule assigning readings to null constituents. And . 

the optional deletion of pronouns is a quite plausible syntactic process. On the other hand, 

this third hypothesis has to posit pronouns in the deep structures of sentences like (25) and 

(26) , since if full NP 's are posited for the pronouns then it will face the problem that 

the pronominalization of the full NP' s in (25) and (26) cannot be motivated unless we · 

introduce non-linguistic or discourse features. Now, one might argue that the third ' 

approach is also ad hoc in that it has to introduce pronouns in two ways, both by P-S · 

rules and by T-rules. But the introd uction of pronouns by P-S rules is not without. 

motivation. That is, some pronouns have to be posited in the deep structure anyway; i. e .. 

pronouns like na '1' and nd 'you ' cannot be introduced by T -rules and have to be 

generated in the deep structure by P-S rules. Furthermore, the first and second hypotheses . 

also have to deal with the same difficulty in deriving sentences like (25) and (26) . 

Overall , given the current theory of grammar, the third hypothesis is the best one, thus . 

the correct one. Therefore, the non-coreferential P ro-Deletion rule is necessary anyway 

in the Korean grammar independently of the cases of relativization like 0 ) . 
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It is obvious that this Pro-Deletion process deleting the base-generated pronouns cannot 

be a coreferential deletion, i.e. a deletion of a constituent under coreference with some 

other within a P-marker. But the antecedent of the pronoun to be deleted_ in the case of 

non-coreferential Pro-Deletion process is always assumed to be contextually redundant in 

this third hypothesis. Indeed, in the case of (l), in whose derivation the non-coreferential 

Pro-Deletion is assumed to be involved, the antecedent (i.e. the head NP) of the pronoun 

to be deleted is semantically so closely connected to the relative clause that it is 

semantically (or contextually) highly redundant. 

4. Theoretical Implications 

First, the above discussed claim that apparent NP deletion processes in Korean, including 

relativization, are in fact a conjunction of pro-formation and pro-deletion strongly supports 

Postal's (1970) universal NP Deletion Constraint, which reads as follows. 

If a transformation T deletes an NP a subject to the existence of a coreferent NP, 
NPb. in the same structure, then at the point where T applies, NP. must be 
pronominal. (Postal 1970, p.489) 

Second, given the correctness of our hypothesis that Korean relativiziation IS a 

conjunction of the two syntactic processes, pro-formation and pro-deletion, a universal 

syntactic theory of relativization should have at least three component rules, possibly 

pro-formation, pro-copyingI4 and pro-deletion, in order: to account for Korean and English 

relativizations. For a motivation of the three component rules for English relativization 

with a view to formulating the universal syntactic theory of relativization, consider the 

following phenomenon in English relativization. 

In some dialects of English the downstairs NP in the relative clause is not simply 

deleted, but is rather pronominalized, as we see in (27). 

(27) The man; who John sold the funny money to him; is following us. 

Those so-called 'returning pronouns' (cf. Ross 1967) are not uncommon, especially III 

colloquial speech, even in standard dialects where their disappearance would violate an 

island constraint, as in (28). 

(28) The man; who John denies the allegation that he sold funny money to him; IS 

following us. 

Ross (967) considers this type of relative clause structures as derived by a slightly revised 

14 Pro'copying process is necessary to account for the existence of relat:ve pronouns in relative 
clause structures as in most rndo·European languages. 
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version of 'the more usual rule' of Relative Clause Formation. That is, under the usual 

movement hypothesis of English relativization there is no way to account for such relative 

clauses as in (28) in a natural way. Furthermore, accounting for such relati ve clauses as in 

(28) by revising the usual movement rule of Relative Clause Formation leaves unexplained 

the question of why relative clauses with 'returning pronouns' can disobey island constraints. 

But our hypothesis on English rela tivization as a conjunction of the three component 

rules, por-formation, pro-copying and pro-deletion, provides not only a unified, natural 

account for both types of relativization in English but also a natural explana tion for the 

above-mentioned question. Tha t is, since the pro-deletion, the last of the three component 

rules, can be assumed to be optional in English, our hypothesis in fact predicts that English 

can have relative clause structures with 'returning pronouns', which are naturally assumed 

to be derived by pro-formation and pro-copying in our hypothesis. And the fact that English 

Telativization with 'returning pronouns' can disobey island constraints naturally follows from 

'our hypothesis, since III our hypothesis the relative clause structures with 'returning 

pronouns' are derived by pro-formation ( i. e. Pronominalization) and pro-copying, both of 

which are neither chopping rules nor unidirectional deletion rules, and thus do not obey 

island constraints. But ordinary relativizatoin without 'returning pronouns' obeys island 

constraints because the coreferential Pro-Deletionl5 does, as we have discussed earlier. 

Relativization in languages like modern Hebrew and Arabic (Colloquial Egyptian) is 

apparently a simple pronominalization process, since the head NP and the relative clause 

are separated only by the invariable complementi zer, and the relativized downstairs NP 

remains pronominalized a t its original position, as we see in (29a, b) , 

(29) a. Hebrew: Ani 

1 

roaet ha-is se hu ve-ovno halxo le New York 

see the-man that he and-his own went to New York 

'*1 see the man who (he) and his son went to New York.' 

h. Arabic: Ra'ayt a lraju l allathi hua wa ibnahu thahabu iJle New York 

(1) saw the man that he and son-his went to New York 

'*1 saw the man who (he) and his son went to New York.' 

Note that the relative clause structures in both (29a , b) disobey the coordinate structure 

constraint, which is just what we expect if we assume that the relativization in Hebrew 

and Arabic is a simple pronominalization process. Relativization in Hebrew and Arabic 

.can be readily accommodated by our hypothesis if we assume that among the three 

15 There is no evidence for the non-coreferential Pro-Deletion in English . 
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component rules for the universal theory of relativization only the first rule, pro-formation, 

is obligatory and the latter two are optional for relativization in all human languages_ 

This assumption seems to be indeed motivated, since we find that all the possible 

combinations of the three component rules under this assumption seem to accommodate all 

the possible kinds of relativization in all human languages in a very natural way as we 

see in (30) . 

(30) a. Pro-Formation ............ ...................... ...... . _ .. .... Hebrew; Arabic 

b. Pro-Formation+Pro-Copying .. .......... .... ......... ..... Luganda; the dialect of English 

with 'retllrning pronoun' 

c. Pro-Formation + Pro-Deletion .............................. Korean; Japanese 

d. Pro-Forma tion + Pro-Copying + Pro-Deletion .... ..... English; French 

According to Keenan (1972), in a Luganda relative clause the relativized downstairs NP 

becomes a c1itic pronoun and IS attached to the verb while the relativization marker 

agrees with the head NP or the downstairs relativized NP in number, case and noun 

class, as we see in (31) . 

(31) Luganda: omukazi e- ye- basse 

the woman who-she-is sleeping 

'The woman who is sleeping.' 

I assume that the relativization marker in Luganda IS a relative pronoun simply because it 

agrees with the relativized NP, and that relativization in Luganda is a conjunction of 

pro-formation and pro-copying. We have discussed in the preceding section the idea that 

relativization with the 'retruning pronoun' in some dialects or styles of English should be 

analyzed as a conjunction of pro-formation and pro-copying. Perlmutter (1972) presents 

excellent arguments that French relativization has to be broken down into pro-copying 

and pro-deletion in our terminology. 

Of course, the above hypothesis on the universal theory of relativization is rather sketchy 

and yet to be fully worked out with more data from more languages: nevertheless I 

believe it is a small step toward the universal grammar of human language. 
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